Characterization of structure and stability of emulsions stabilized with cellulose macro/nano particles.
The characterization of emulsions covered with cellulose particles prepared under varying hydrolysis durations investigated. The results showed that with the increasing hydrolysis durations, the particle size distribution profiles of emulsion stabilized cellulose particles shifted to a lower particle size. This was primarily because at longer hydrolysis durations, a larger number of particles per interfacial area were expected to be adsorbed at the interface of oil droplets. At hydrolysis durations of 6 and 10 h, the mean particle diameter of emulsion had an increase of 20-30 nm after 7 days and showed good stability with storage time, which can be attributed to a relatively thick interface layer. Emulsions stabilized by cellulose particles prepared at hydrolysis durations of 6 and 10 h showed good stability against changes in pH and NaCl concentration. These results can be useful for designing food and beverage Pickering emulsions with the improved bioavailability of functional nutrients.